
The Challenge

Insurance technology is changing rapidly as more clients are seeking to 
streamline collaboration on bundled policies, certificate of insurance documents, 
and declaration pages. Insurance professionals are tasked with sorting through 
data in all shapes and sizes. With 90% of the world’s data generated from 2018-
2020 alone, insurance agencies are tasked with making data-driven decisions to 
remain competitive in an incessantly changing marketplace. Often times, this data 
collection or access includes personally identifiable information (PII) that must 
be secured for client privacy. In the current state of the world, InsurTech is under 
more pressure than ever to automate processes for end-users. While many use 
an InsurTech solution to streamline processes, some insurance professionals are 
still using email and third-party document processing software to collaborate with 
actuaries, underwriters, and internal stakeholders alike. 

The Solution

APIs and SDKs are efficient tools that provide innovative functionality to 
developers and product engineers. With solutions that specialize in document 
viewing and editing, form processing, data capture, search, and more, 
InsurTech solutions can enhance evolving applications with essential document 
management foundations. Transforming manual processes into automated, 
digital solutions can save time and cut costs. With these integrations, insuretech 
developers can streamline their sprint work and focus on valuable projects, 
without spending time and energy to maintain these core foundations on their 
own. 
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Key Benefits

Collaborate on Policy Bundles
By integrating a versatile, web-based HTML5 viewer, InsurTech companies can empower users to view, 
annotate, and redact over 100 different file types from a browser window.

Recognize Forms & Capture Data
Using advanced form processing with standard form recognition and data capture, InsurTech companies 
can streamline data capture with confidence.

Evaluate Risk with Actuaries
Enable your application to import, edit, and export XLSX without dependencies on Excel, and separate 
proprietary business logic, formulas, and calculations from your user interface. 

Share Information with Underwriters
Collaborate securely with internal and external stakeholders by converting emails, texts, Word documents, 
images, and more into a consolidated PDF within your application.

Automate Critical Contract Processes
Keep contract content consistent and controlled and automate repeatable parts of contract generation 
without compromising security.

Ready to get started? 

Set up a meeting with an expert today.
www.accusoft.com/contact-us

Key Products

Streamline collaboration efforts and deliver 
secure document processing capabilities with 
annotation, redaction, document assembly 
and automation, user access, version 
control, eSignature, and more under a single, 
customizable framework to ensure easy claim 
and policy processing.

Enhance your application with image 
processing for all file types. Clean up images, 
process through ImageGear’s OCR engine, and 
provide your employees searchable files in a 
standardized format. Give your users the tools 
they need to process insurance documents 
efficiently with underwriters and claims 
adjusters.
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